ASIANIA
FAI IPC JUDGE TRAINING COURSE 2018

Chongqing, China  12th to 17th September 2018
Approved FAI IPC Judge Training Course for FORMATION SKYDIVING

Course will be conducted prior to the the
1st ASIANIA Indoor Skydiving Championships and CHINA International Indoor Skydiving Open
at CHONGQING, CHINA from the 18th – 23rd September, 2018.

FAI IPC APPROVED JUDGE TRAINING COURSE will be offered in the discipline of
FORMATION SKYDIVING

FAI IPC CHIEF OF JUDGE TRAINING (CJT)

CLAIRe KING from South Africa, has been approved by Karla Cole, FAI IPC Judges Training Course Coordinator (IPC JTCC)

REGISTRATION:

- PLEASE FILL OUT THE PRELIMINARY REGISTRATION FORM on Page 3 and RETURN BY EMAIL AS SOON AS POSSIBLE before the 30 June 2018 to:
  Yaser Mohsen, ASIANIA Chair of Judges OR
  Faye Cox (ASIANIA Secretary General / FAI IPC Course Convenor) EMAIL: asiania@bigpond.com

- Your NAC has to approve and register you for the FAI Judges Training Course with a mail to the IPC Judges Training Course Coordinator, Karla Cole Karlacole@aol.com

- Scan in the pages of your judges logbook from the last two years to prove your judging activities in the relevant discipline and send it to Karla Cole Karlacole@aol.com

THERE IS NO OBLIGATION BY RETURNING THE ENCLOSED PRELIMINARY REGISTRATION FORM – HOWEVER, IT ASSISTS AND ENABLES MORE EFFECTIVE ORGANIZATION FOR THE COURSES.

BULLETIN 2 will be published in July.

NUMBERS WILL BE LIMITED....... FINAL REGISTRATION will be required by 15th July 2018 or earlier.... Ensure your place on the FAI IPC Judge Training Course. Register now.
ALL CANDIDATES WILL BE CONTACTED PERSONALLY BY CLAIRE KING, FAI CHIEF OF JUDGE TRAINING, WHO WILL PROVIDE NECESSARY INFORMATION AND PRACTICAL WORK TO ENHANCE YOUR PERFORMANCE AT THE COURSE.
COURSE ONLY ENTRY FEE USD 400: Includes FAI Course only:
- Accommodation and Meals from 12th – 17th September 2018,
- Course paperwork and Certificate.
- Candidate will depart on the 17th September at the end of the formal FAI Course.

OVERALL ENTRY FEE USD 600: Includes FAI Course and 1st ASIANIA/CHINA Indoor Skydive National Championships:
- Accommodation and Meals from 13th – 27th September 2018,
- Course paperwork and Certificate.
- At the end of the formal course, eligible Candidates will have the opportunity to gain further practical judging experience from 18th to 22nd September 2018 during the Championships at the discretion of the Chief Judge and CJT (FAI Chief of Judge Training).

AIM OF COURSE: Formation Skydiving
- To introduce national judges to the rules and practical techniques in judging their choice of discipline in preparation towards an FAI Judge Rating.
- To revalidate FAI judges in the rules and practical techniques for judging the selected event.

STRATEGY:
- Theoretical sessions to ensure a good understanding of the relevant sections of the FAI Sporting Code, General Section, a thorough working knowledge of the FAI Sporting Code, Section 5 and Competition Rules for Formation Skydiving and Vertical Skydiving: Indoor skydiving.
- Theory and Practical sessions on judging techniques, scoring and assessments of jumps.
- Gain good knowledge and background of the discipline to be a competent FAI judge.

PRACTICAL WORK:
- FORMATION SKYDIVING: 4-way, 8-way FS, 4-way VFS, Indoor skydiving
- Judging using the InTime electronic judging system
- Recognizing and assessing points in time, infringements (broken inters, wrong grips, wrong formation, etc)
- Entering assessments on InTime system

CANDIDATE ASSESSMENTS:
THEORY – ALL participants will be required to answer written questions on the FAI Sporting Code, General Section, Section 5, applicable Competition Rules and general judging knowledge.
PRACTICAL – Candidates for FS will judge and assess a minimum of 30 nominated video jumps.

STUDY MATERIAL:
- Pre course Study Material will be forwarded to each candidate.
- Candidates will require their own copy of the 2018 FAI Sporting Code General Section, Section 5 and Competition Rules for Formation Skydiving and Vertical Skydiving: Indoor Skydiving.
- InTime Electronic Judging System will be used.
- Candidates will also be required to bring their Judge Stopwatch.
- Paperwork and Certificates will be provided for the Courses.
- Candidates will need to bring their Judge Log books.

Thank you for your valuable time and interest,
Best Regards and good judging always.

On behalf of

Yaser Mohsen, ASIANIA Chair of Judging
EMAIL yaser.hameed73@gmail.com Ph: +973 3944 3087

Faye Cox, ASIANIA Secretary General / FAI IPC Course Convener
EMAIL: asiania@bigpond.com Mob: +61 429 992 565
ASIANIA FAI JUDGE TRAINING COURSE 2018 - CHINA

PRELIMINARY REGISTRATION FORM: APPLICANT DETAILS:

FAMILY NAME_______________________________________________________Male/Female__________________
OTHER NAMES___________________________________________________
COUNTRY________________________________________________________________________________________
ORGANISATION___________________________________________________________________________________
PHONE:    +___________________
EMAIL: ________________________________________________
POSTAL ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________________________

Please mark with X the rating/s that you are already qualified.

_____FAI FORMATION SKYDIVING RATING:
_____NATIONAL FORMATION SKYDIVING RATING:
_____ASIANIA NATIONAL FORMATION SKYDIVING RATING:

Please mark with X whether you are:     (     ) upgrading from National to FAI     OR     ( X ) revalidating rating/s

Please mark applicable Course Fee with X

(     ) USD400: Course ONLY
I would like to participate in the approved ASIANIA FAI JUDGE TRAINING COURSE for FORMATION SKYDIVING, being conducted at CHONGQING, CHINA from 13 – 17 September 2018

(     ) USD600: Course PLUS
I would like to participate in the approved ASIANIA FAI JUDGE TRAINING COURSE for FORMATION SKYDIVING, being conducted at CHONGQING, CHINA from 12 – 17 September 2018 PLUS further judging experience at the discretion of the Chief Judge and CJT at the 1st ASIANIA Indoor Skydiving Championships and CHINA International Open at CHONGQING from the 18 – 23rd September 2018.

Signature of Applicant: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Authorised by: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Position in NAC: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Signature of Authority………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Date: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

UPON RECEIPT OF YOUR PRELIMINARY REGISTRATION YOU WILL BE PROVIDED WITH FURTHER DETAILS AND CONTACTED BY CLAIRE KING, (FAI CHIEF OF JUDGE TRAINING).

Good Judging.

Yaser Mohsen, ASIANIA Chair of Judging   EMAIL yaser.hameed73@gmail.com   Ph: +973 3944 3087
Faye Cox, ASIANIA Secretary General   EMAIL: asiania@bigpond.com   Mob: +61 429 992 565